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Part of galactic cosmic rays (CR) observed near the

Earth and on the Earth come from beyond-disk regions of cir-

c_imsolar space. But CR of those energies which undergo sub-

stantial modulation cover too large a path (we mean a

transport free pathr) across the lines of force of the inter-

planetary magnetic field (IMF) in order they co_Id provide

an effective transfer of information about beyond-disk solar

activity. And if it is still possible, the most probable
channel for tranferring such information ml_st be a neutral

layer of beliomagneeosphere in which the transverse CR trans-

port is facilitated by their drift in an inhomogeneous mag-
netic fie]d /1,2/

For charged particles of sufficiently high energy the

thickness of the neutral layer is negligibly small as compa-

red with the gyroradins of particles, _ . In a p]ane neut-

ral layer _he driving centres of suc]_ particles will shift

along the line (which can be called a drift trajectory) de-
termined by the relation

Z_

}_ere _ d are , iocentric radius and heliolongitude,

_ and _8 are coordinates of the observation point, LZ is

solar wind velocity, _ is angular velocity of synodic

rotation of the Sun. _he drift trajectories (Fig. I), contra-

ry to %he field lines to which they are perpendicular, are

almost azimuthal near the Sun and approach the radial direc-

tion beyond the Earth's orbit. If 6g and &'Z do not de_nd on °
the coordinates, it _ollows from (I) that _/Z_=C_+__) -_ .
T_e direction of particle motion along the drift traje_ctories

will be determined by polarity of the total magnetic field of

the Snn. So, in the seventies, in the special region of "one-

way" particle motion near the neutral layer_ protons and other

positively charge_ particles had mostly to shift from the Sun

to overstep the Earth's orbit. At that time the drift trajec-
tories could bring to the Earth the information of Forbnsh

decreases which occurred in the opposite to us side of cir-
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cumsolar space and were caused by powerful beyond-disK fla-
res.

A simple difft_sion model for an expected CR variation

in a nelltral layer near the Earth gives /3/

where x is the d_.s .ance meas,red along t_e trajectory, _ (×)

is variation of CR concentration at different points of the

trajectory, _L is effective _ff.t velocity, c_-is the mean
t_me _ecessary for a _articl_ to shi_t by one gyrora_iL_s

across the field. High values o_ _(2C_% (for e_ample,> T %)
Should hardly be expected even for large beyond-disk decre-
ases. However, since the main effect must be concentrated on

one gyroradil]s from the neutral layer, sufficiently large va-

riations of the CR gradients are possible here. The CR gra-

dient variations and consequent anisotropy var<ations are

just the response to beyond-disk events which one may hope to
discover by observing CR near the Earth.

The CR gradient near the Earth can be obtained by using

the data on the CR concentration and anisotropy along with

the data on the velocity of solar w_nd and IMF /4,5/.

If _ is the CR anisotropy vector, _c is its convective

part, and _ is the gradient of the logarithm of CR concentra-

tion, then in the convective-diffusion anisotropy model /6/.eD

-_c=-A g. In the local right-handed coordinate system in

which the x-axis is diz_.,cted along the solar wind velocity

and the y-axis lies in the plane o_ IMF line, the matrix of

transport free paths is

" !,ere _ is gyroradt_is of particles in the total magnetic

• _.[eld /4/, k is the transverse-to-longitudinal difflls_on co-

efficients ratio, S = sfn_, c = cos_, _ is the angle bet-

ween _ and the TMF strength vector It can be shown that the
, C

Inverse A matrix has the following simple form
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This matrix is convenient in the determination of _ /5/.

The active regions whose appearance from behind the

eastern disk or disappearance behind the western one was ac-

companied by active phenomena were distinguished with the

help of (7). Thus, the periods with a hiqh probability of

powerful _lares in the invisible side of the Sun were chosen.

One of such periods is shown in Fig.2. _ge can see there sub-

stantial variations of the CR gradient and especially its

heliolatitudinal component gz- A considerable part of such
variations is observed in a close vicinity of the neutral

layer. It is of importance that variations of the CR gradient

are not at all always accompanied by considerable variations

of IMF and solar wind velocity at the point of observation.

And although the observed variations of an[sotropy and CR gra-

dient should not necesserily be associated just with beyond-

disk events,the experimental data, along with the above es-

timates and qualitative considerations give grounds for fur-

ther search for the evidence in favour of beyond-d£sk solar

activity in the behaviour of galactic CR near the Earth.

J

Fig. I. The drift trajectory passing near the

Earth. It is calculated by formula (I).

Arrow indicates the proton drift direc-

tion in the seventies.
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Fig.2. Example of the behaviour of the characteristics of
cosmic rays and interplanetary medium in August-Sep-
tember, !q77.

ao - variation of concentration of CR with a rigidity
of IO GV.

Ax,Ay,A z - components of the first harmonic of CR ani-
sotropy. _he position of IMF line is shown along with

AM, Ay.

g,gx,gy,gz - gradient and its components for CR w%th
a rigidity of IO GV. The hypothetic configuration

of the neutral layer of heliomagnetosphere is shown

along with gz"
K is the degree of an[sotropy of CR diffusion (0 k I).

The directly calculated values of T,"are shown by po-

ints, the smoothed ones - by a solid llne.

t_ '1l, solar wind velocity
b

H - IMF strength /8/.
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